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DIVORCE U~DER ISLAMIC LAW.

I r~T ROD l.!C T :: ~ I'J :

The grouth of Islam in Arabia and it's spread to
neighbouring countries was followed by different

,

lnterpretatisrl As the controversy assumed a
significant proportion, there emerged four great
Muslim Scholars who wrote at length on the
controversial issues and whose works did much
narrow down the diffp=ence, such·thwt, in almost
all mat~ers they became ~ universel opinions and
and applications~ Two schools of thought emerged
the 'Sunni' and 'Shia'. The Sunni sect is subdivided
into four sects, known as the 'Hanafi', 'Hambalil',
'Shafi' and 'Malaki,3 Among them the 'Hanaf1' are

4in the majority. The Sunnis account for 95% of the
World Muslim population.5

As far as Islamic laws and procedure on divorce are
concern there ere no significant difference of opinion

6among the four schools of thought. In ~enya ell Sunni
muslims have a common isla~ic dlvorce procedure,
despite the fact th8t they are followers of Hanaf! end

7Shafi schoalF, (which are the two predanin~te sects
in Kenya).
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At this point it Is necessary to comment on the K.enyan

muslims population and their attitude towards divorce.

The Kenyan Muslims can be divided into two distincts
8sects, the sunnis and shia, Whereas the sunnis have

no sub-sects. The Kenya shia community is divided into

sub-sects called the Ithna-Ashri, 8ohoras, Ismail!,
9Druses and Zayids. Their respective attitude towards

divorce is given below.

The 'Ismailis' do not follow Islamic law of Marriage an~

Divorce. They have their own divorce law which is very
10much like the English Divorce Law. Contracting a

Marriage is very easy and simple and equally easy is

divorce. The Ismailis are said to have the highest
11rate of divorce among Kenyan muslims. A party not

sstisfied with the judgement in divorce case, has
12the right to appeal. All such divorce cases are

conducted by their own communal tribunals appointed by

their religious leader, the H.H. Aga Khan.I3 The

'8ohoras' unlike Ismailis, observe Islamic way of li~eJ

despite their secular education.14 They follow Islamic

divorc~ law in general. They are not influenc~d by
15any SChool of thought or by the Shia divorce laws.

It is believp.d thet the rate of divorce a~ong them is
16very low.

The 'Druses' are found ip Lebanon and a very small

number liVE at the nenyun . 17C03S~.
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They follow the Islamic law of divorce genrally, just
18like the Bohoras. Divorce among them is rare.

It 19 worthy of note that in Lebanon the rate of divorce
19among the Druses 1s very high.

The 'Zayids' although thp.y are shias, observe more or

less sunni is1amic divorce laws.20 They ere found

at the Kenya's coastal towns. Although among them the

rate of divorce is low. that of polygamy is high.21

The Zayids are considered to have the highest rate of
22polygamy marriage, among all the muslims in Kenya.

The 'Ithna-Ashri' are numerically the largest and

• f 80~ f th t t 1 ld hi 1 t' 23accoun~ or ~ 0 e 0 a war s a popu a lons.

Most of them are found in Iran and they constitute

nearly 65% of the total population in Iran.24 Their

marriage and divorce laws are different· from all the

other muslims and to understand their concept of

divorce, their marriage custcms must be understood

too.

The marriage custom practiced ty the Ithna-Ashri is
called '~lutal.25 'Muta' means a temporary mar~iDge

of any period man wishes. Normally the duretion r~n~D~

between one year and fQ~r Y8urs. The wcman is paid

a srn a 11 sum for entering into the temporary

The wife of such a ~arriage does not enj~y thE rights
. 27of a wlfe under Islamic law.
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The marriage is considered 8S only a temporary
cohabitation on commercial terms.28 The existence
of such e marriage does not call for B difined
divorce procedure. Although it has declined among
the formally educated people, it is lawful in Iran.
There is a small Ithna-Ashrian community in Kenya.
mostly in Mombasa, but it dOES not practice Muta

29Marriage. The rate of divorce among them is
comparatively low. The 'sunni' muslims constitute
95% of the Muslim population in Kenya.3D Sunni
muslims fullow Islamic law of divorce as presented in
the Holy ~uran.31 Tajdin - G. Kassam says that sunni
divorces evolve around specific grounds and marriages
are dissolved if such grounds are proved. A notable
feature among sunni muslims is the steadfast adherence
to Quranic injuctions. In Kenya there are cases of
divorce among th2 sunni, but the rate is considerably
1 i 1 t" t th 1 i 1 t" 32ow, n re a 10ns 0 e arge sunn popu a 10n.

Divorce is intended to put an end to suffering of the
spouses when the marriage breaks down. Divorce therefcre
to the Muslim 1s a protective remedy and not a punishment.3)

Islam as a religion seeks to meet all the needs of the
lndividunl,34 such as those under divorce. The Islamic
concept of divorce is based wholly on specific verses
of the holy Koran which deal with divorces}5
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The Quren has a Chapter on women. This indicates the

rDle of women in the Muslim society. The rules of

marriage, divorce, re-marriage, almony and compensations

in case of divorce~6

The situation in Arabia before the advent of Islam, was

that there existed many clans which had their own customary
37divorce procedure. Mast of these divorce laws were

38tD deprive married women any rights. The clannish

dIvorces ~a5 easy to get and it was only husbands who could

marry end divorce wives according to their whims. Islam

completely swept aside all the customary divorce laws and

introduced Islamic divorce procedures, which created and

guaranteed rights of married womens and compensation for

them in case of divorce.39

The muslim divorce was a complete ~ystem (codified) in that

it had well defined procedure of evidence, complaints,

examination of complaint and B~aiting of compensation to the

egrieved p2rty. This was a unique feature, as the other threl

religions christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism did not have
h d f· d d f d' 40any sue e lr.e proce ure or lvorC2.

of theSE religions allowed divarce.41
In fact, none

Another unique element of the Is13mic divorse procedur2

is the syste~ of ~e-marri8ge and reconcilliaticn available

to thE SpOU5~5 after the prQnOUnCe~2n~ Qf tg12k (~ivorc~).
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This issue Is discussed in Chapter two of this paper.

T is peper will first establish the .hlstoricol and
lEgal bases of the applications of Islamic law generally.
In the subsequent Chapter, divorce under islomlc law
generclly and in Kenya shall be discussed. In the
conclusion the writer gives her opinion and tries to
suggest reforms, if any are needed or desired in relstion
to the law of divorce in Kenya's muslim societyo



CHAPiER -liNE:

HI5TGRIC~L AND THE LEGAL BASES OF THE APPLICATION
OF ISLAMIC LriLJ.

HHRODUCTICfl.

A discussion of law relating to divorce amongst the
muslims in Kenya, is incomplete without a brief discussion
of the historical and legal basts of the application of
Islamic Law.

In Part I of this Chapter, the emigration of Muslims, the
impact of Islamic influence on the indegenous people and
the reason for the tolerance of Islam by the British
Colonial power, are d lac u asedurh Ll e part II deals with the
legal basis of application of Islamic Law, within two
periods, the pre-independence period (1895 - 196)) and
the post-independence pariod (1963 - 1979).

PART I.

A. THE CHI Gr~ ,tH I CI\! CF ~'lUS L H~ S AiW THE I R HJF lUr::rJCE

In about A.D. 6?2 the Arnbian people were moulded and
unified into a world p oe er , under the ~-timulus of t he Ls Lam i c
revelation.1 During the S2me p~riod. spEcific porsecutions
warR and unrest occur2d in Western ~Si8. This was due to

struGgle a~org sFver21 facticns of the Hosle~ ~orld to 92in

class rcco~flizatiCJn .•

and sou~ht peFce eGG nsw lcn~s ~wav fro~ th? scenF5 of
t . - 2s r i r c ,
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According to F.3. Pearce, as the people from lJesterm

Asia hzd been trading along the East African Coast for

a long time, it was easy to understand their interest
31n settlin~ along the Coast.

There were ~hree mein period of Islamic Cultural History

1n East ~frica. according to TriminQh~~.4 The first

period was ar~und ~id 12th Century, the early settlement

of Muslims in Coastal places which were un~er the rule

of thel~ngi5, of whom some of those living in settlement

adopted Isl~m. The earliest emigration of Nuslims

according to L.H. Ingr9ns were arabs in origin, from

Oman to Zanzibar. Caliph A~dul_MalakL the ruler of Oman

was defeated and driven out of his country by the Governor

EI-Hegyay of EI-Irak. Caliph Abdul Malaki._ emigrated to

the 18nd cfZen~i" taking ~ith him, his family and members

of his tribes.

Trimir.r.h?m called the second period, as the Shirazian,

which W3S around mid 16th Cent~ry. It is nssoci~ted with

formation of a number of petty settlements dynesties all

along the Coast. Developing into a definite Islamic Coastal

Culture. These Shirazians emigrated from Persian Gulf and

Central grabia were ~ainly Shin Moslems, from the Indian
7Muslim Community. The Indian Moslems ~~re ~ore importnnt

from the 2ccr.omic rether than thereli~iou8 ~8int of vie~.

They contri8uted towards th~ building up of Persiun

princi~clities 2nd communities along the East Afric3n CUdSt.8
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The spread of Islamic faith was a matter of centuries
rather than the result of two or three Spansonodic
cases of emigration of any particul~r people at any

9particular period. For it was not until the third period
of Muslim emigration to East Africa, which succeeded the
decline of the Portugues Power, that Islam was ,associated
with political as well as religious influence.lO This was
possible due to the Slave Trade. The Arab Muslims were
among the most active participants 1n Slave Trade, during
its era. To gain better access to Slave Trade, they
settled along the Coastal'Towns, making Zanzibar their

11headquarters. - They lived 8 muslim way of life which
was based wholly on the Islamic religion and law.12

It was during this period of mid 19th Century that the
State of Zanzibar was eventually formed. Transferring
the decayed sharazi Culture into an over-whelming
predomin~nce of Hadrani Shafi 18la~ic Influence, along

13the Ccast. After the Sultan had established 9u~e for~ of

authority' ever Zanzibar the other Coastal towns were
regard2d as tl'ibutary14 by the Sultan. He expected
these tribctaries to pay tribute ~f half of thE poll tax
claimed on natives African. Each villGge that was given
it's own :hlef (Sheha) above whom is the Liwali as district

heed.15 The main conce~n of these heedmen wes to collect

taxes ~hile the ~adh1 were introduced9 when the need to

settle dispu e arising from pprsonBl status bstwe8n Native
16Mus 11m a: d t; rab 1'1u ;:;1i m ar0 ee •.
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As Prof. J.N.D. Anderson states, fIt is clear, of course.
that before any British protectorate existed in East hfrica,
Muslims Courts were enforcing Islamic law over much of the
Coastal region chiefly under the Authority of the Sultan
of Zanzibar who was recognized as ruler or Suzerian of most of
these localities·.l?

According to U.H. Ingrams 'It has been recorded by early
travellers to East African Coast' that tribal Marriage
among the Converted natives contrary to Islamic law were
not common. Where they do occur, were not regarded as
legitimate unless formally acknowledged. Therefore the
Native Muslims went to the Kadhi Courts in cases of personal
status. While in cases concerning real property. act10n
is part and other action in crime, the natives d1d avail
themselves of customary law and restored to elders' discussions

It was evident by 1800 that the natives were influenced by
Islamic faith. As recorded by Masondi.l9

"The Arabs colonized theSE Islands, along the East Coast of
Afr.ica, with :them, they brought the Holy Koran and Islamic
faith •••• there was evidence of converted natives Muslims
who were extremely honest and chast to the Islemic religion,
even though they did not understand it fully •••• ".

Accounting for the influence of Islam 1n present Kenya, North
Eas t ern Pro vir.ce , Trim i. nq h,~ c1aim s th2 tit L)as due t 0 ~ 0 u t h
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5Duth Somalia acting as 8 zone of contact between Bantu

~yika, Galla, Somalia and the Arabs and other emigrants

rrom Asia, their main objectives being trade. The spread

to the Bantu speaking members of the Islamic civilization

resulted in a gradual substitution of Muslims in place

or Native rules in the settlement and the defusian of sn

Islamic clvillzatian.20

The scceptance of Islam, by the Indi~enous_ natives. in both

the Coastal tawn and ~orth-Eastern Province, was due to the

native of the Islamic religion itself. For the Muslim Natives,

Islam supplements rather than replaces tribalism, especially

where tribal authority 1s normally r-10slem. Nor does it
21lntroduce new standard in ordinary morals. It is interesting

I

to note that I~ormam ~eyl1s in his book 'Kenya' states that,
)

the Eur~pean officers in the colony considered the Muslims

oral as "degrading as the natives" in certain aspe~ts- of life.
22Like the permitting of polygamy.

Islamic faith ~as readily accepted by the natives, because

the single idea it attempts to convey to its followers, is

the Unity of God. This unity mnn~ ~o at:empts to cont=ol

man's activ!ties23 while accordin~ to Triminsham, 'the

aC~EptRnc~ of Islam by the indig~nous- n~tives w?s more

o f a. anc Ln=c u L'ru re L factor t h an rpl'ioious. For ex ernp Le

the pride r--u~lifls shOL.'E'd in th.:ir reliGious culture h.::d

t e eff~ct of ~('lf-r2~~uct end fpeling of 5uperi=rity.
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24This created a great impression on the natives •.
However, it cculd be argued thEt the Arabs having colonized

25the East Co~st Islands, had political power over the
indigenous ~,::otives. This also contributed to the acceptance
of Islam by the indigenous native.

It is thus clear th~t before the introduction of the British
Colonial rule, most of natives along the Coastal towns ane
the present ~orth-E8stern Province of Kenya, had accepted
Islam as thpir faith. They were accordingly governed, if
not wholly then partially by Islamic laws. However, it should
be noted th2, Although the native Muslim had accepted Islam,
the extent of his belief is open to question. As pointed out

"....... there was evieence of converted
natives Muslims who were extremely honest and Chaste to
the Islamic religion •••• although they could not understand
it fully"o And as Arthur Phillips 28 noted, the Mohammadism
was only skin deep, to most of the Natives, who had accepted
Islam. This was the position in which the 8ritish Colonial
power found the Coastal towns in, when it declared Kenya
8 British Co!ony in 1845.

B. TH~ gRITISH ATTITUDE T[)UgRDS THE Ir~LA1'lIC :JAY OF LIFE

Britain alloGed Ipws reflecting the Isl~mic way of life,
to continue to apply.27 The Moslem WEre considered
in their n~ture to be more advanced than oth~r indigenous
people.
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In henya, the individual ownership of land which was said
and 15 evident according to the British to exist amongst
the civilized people, was assumed to be in the existence
at the .'enya Coast. URereas in the interior where the
africans - non-moslem lived, it was held that the indigenous

28peoples riGhts were merely those of cultivations. This
distinction 1s futile. The British failed to realize
that cwpership of land in whatever form, does not, symbolize
th~ civilization of a particular race, but the type of life
one leads. As G.~. ~8mau pointed out that "the african
takes the view that all human beings are of equal worth and
that their past and present organisation both regards holding
of property and political and social organizations, embody
this equal ~orth of everybody, that they believe the good
life as they see it can only be reallsed. if life 1s
communa19 Property must be held communally either by the
entire Community or the family ••••• ". According to SorrensDn
it was evident that (Kikuyu) had individual system of land

30ownership. This fact in contrast with British view that
all the lndigen-ous system of ownership is basically
cultivation or connunal. The British therefore failed to
uncerstand, O~ if they did preferred to ignore, the African
phl10so~hy and valu2S of life.

r~or"'lan!~e~le!331' has noted t hat "Islam is a religion that
1s sincEre. and ~2kes idesl citizens. This reli~ion is the
best 2nd nost suitable fOT the ~frican •••• the administrators

viewed bith di~t2ste. The £mbi~ion of many Christian

con vert s , tog a i nth 2 know 1 £? c]Get hc ".;i s power, top rp f £? r 1
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or the ~friC2ns a reli~lQn thbt keeps them in isolation

Df social idees Bn~ ideals. The brotherhood of all Moslems

In a lesB distributing maxim, than the brotherhood of men."

he main idea of the colonial power, there was to interfere

ith the natives' cu=toms and reliQion. A part from

ke"epinQ the natives passive, it was considered as unfair

o burden the natives' mind with complex laws and

pTocedure of the English legal system. Therefore, it was

aEst for natives to retain their cultural and rp.1igious
32valves. ~orman ~eyes arguments cannot be taken seriously

because all religions whether Christianity, Islam, Hlndusm

ax Customary faith, tend to be sincere and make ideal

cI t t z en e ,

The Sultan's sovereignlty, over the Coastal towns was

recognised by the British Power to a greater extent than

o her communities' sovereignity. The position of Muslims

a10ng the Coast was safeguarded by agreements made between

the Sultan and the 8ri~ish. This meant that th~ British

accepted the application of Islamic law to the Muslims

a10ng tht C03St. For instance, the concession granted

by Sultan to the imperial British EeEt African A~soci8tion

o 24th r1ay, 1887, regarding the administration of Sult2ns

teritories on the ~ainlGnd from Vangn to Kipini stated

"T e judges shell be appointed by the HssGci8tion or their

representativ8S, subject to the Sultan's approval. but

all nadhis shall nominated by t.h2 Highness Sulten of
Za.nzibar" 33

ensured the a~~lic2tiDn of Isl~~ic lew. gn identical clause

1..1a sin c 1u d 2 d 1 nth e 18 9 5 H9 r e em e n t w hen t-l2 n y a t,] a S d 9 c l ared
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-a Protectorate. There was an express agreement signed

between the Sultan of Zanzibar and Britain which provided
all cases and suits between native muslims will continue
to be decided according to the Mohammadan Laws.34•

PART II

A. CULC~IAL PERIeD:

The Agreement reached between the Sultan and the British
Crown in 1895, about the Sheria wes implemented by the
Native Courts Regulation 1897. It established two classes
of native courts. Namely, those presided over by a European
officer and those presided over by a native authority.
The former was to be guided as far as practical by the
Indian civil proceedure code and Indian penal Code.2
While the later in both civil end criminal cases, within
the Mohammedan Coast region, or is deciding with Mohammedans,
the Court were to have regard to the general principles of
the law of Islam.3 The 1897 Order-in-Council, further
prcvided that the Kadhis courts4 should "take con~nisanca of
all matters effectin~ the personal status of Mohammedans
(such as marriage, divorce and succession)5, and should
follow there in subject to the provisions of these
regulations, the law and procedure ••• which hes hitr.erto
been observed by then in accord~nce with the l8ws of the
Sulten2te of Zanzibar."6
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-h thouQh the regulation en~ured the application of

Islamic law by thR Madhi Courts 1n Kenya, it interfered

with the rig~tB for such application of Islamic law.

5herie Law was apr1ipd throuuh thE Na~ive Courts Regulation

189?, which was prom~lg~ted~nderlA9? [.~. orrlp~-in-council

T is orner-in-ccunc:lempowered the Commis~ioncr to make

rules anj orders for t~e alteration or modification of

the operation of any Native l3W or custom? is so far 8S

that might be necessary. The re~ulation furth8r adopted a

very wide definition of thc term '~ative'. The word 'Native'

included not only an~ ~?tive of Afri~Bn not of European

or American CriGin', but also any person not of european

or American origin, who were within the dominions of the
Sultan, of Zanzib~r, wculd be eubject to this Highness

Juxisdicticn. Even though such person should not have

been born in Africa. The 1897 order-in-council classified

a Moslem as B ~ative, thus empowering the Commis5ion8r to

mOdify Isla~ic Law.

It is sucmitted th8t this would interfere with thE Muslim

freedom of worship. SEcondly, the Islamic Legal system
is distinguishable from the ~2tives legal system, in that

it is coceficd in the nOT8n9• ~hen passing the order-in-

council, the British did not consiter the Islamic philosophy

of life fully.
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The 1897 regulations were repealed by the 1907 Courts

Ordinance Schedule III!O The ordinance established

Courts subordinate to the High Court which included

the Liwalis, Mudirs and Kadhi Courts. It gave the

KBdhi, Liwalis and Mudirs Courts, power to hear and

determine cases arising out of Islamic Laws.

However, it did not provide expressing for the High

Court or Court of Appeal to have jurisdiction to

hear and determine cases arising out of Islamic

Matrimonial Suits.

The colonial supreme court refused to adjudicate in

matters arising from Moslems Matrimonial cases or

suits. It held that it had no legal authority to

do so. This was held in the case of Gulam Mohammed v

Gulam Fatima11 which was decided in 1916. The issue

before the Court was whether an Indian marriage under

Mohammedan Law in East Africa, which was potentially

polygamous, was valid. Morris Cater C.J. had this to say

"by virtue of Section 33 of the East African
Marriage ordinance 1902 •• the marriage is not
to be deemed invalid, yet the court should not
so far depart from the spirit of the ordinance
as to decree restitution of conjugal right in
marriage which is or has been polygamous."

This case was carried a step further by another action

between the same parties in 1917. Justice Hamilton

before whom the case was, persisted in the negative

attitude, towards hearing and determining Matrimonial

Cases or Suits arising from Islamic Law.
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He stated that:

"The defendants' position in the same as
though he had when temporarily resident in
England, gone through a form of Mohammedan
Marriage with a co-religoust. Whereby the
Courts in England would not regard such a
marriage as a legal marriage, under English
Law, the Courts here permitted it to stand
has not invalid Mohammedan Marriage but the
Court has no jurisdiction to determine the
Case."

He further held that:

"It is an essential exercise of jurisdiction
in England (followed in Kenya) to determine
the domicile of the married parties, before
rending the marriage valid or not. And as
the husband in this case was not a domicile
in East Africa, the Court had no jurisdiction
to hear such cases."

These arguments and reasons advanced by the High Court

were unsound. It was stated express~y in the 1902 East

African order-in-councill) Article 150) that "there

shall be a High .Court of East Africa with full

jurisdiction, in civil and criminal matters, over all

persons and over all matters in East Africa."

This article gave the High Court full jurisdiction and

legal authority, to hear and determine Moslems Matrimonial

Suits. Further more, the Supreme Court having accepted

the fact that a valid Mohammedan Marriage does exist
in the case of Gulam Fatima v Gulam Mohammed14 should

have adjudicated Matrimonial matters which arose.
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In 1918, i the case of Fatima 8inti ~thmDn v ~li Baka15
his 16stands firmly to/previous view as to theHamilton J.

Jurisdiction to adjudicate an matrimonial cases or suits

arising from Mohammedan Marriage. He stated that the 1902

ordinance c early contempleted a monogamous marri~ge only.

A muslim marria~e was not a marriage in accordance with th~

ordinance. He reasoned that neither did the 1902 Marri?se

Ordinance make special law which directed or required the

Court to adminsiter to MohEmmedan Law in matters of marriage

and divorce. By virtue of Section 33 of the East ~frican

Marriage Crdinance Courts, had therefore to refuse to decree

restriction of conjugal rights in a marriage, which was or

had been polygamous. Further more, according to him, it was

not the intention of the government to allow courts to apply

Mohammedan Laws.

This statement of the law is difficult to support. Pena11tiss

are provided under the ~lohammpdan Reqistr8tion of Marriag~
17and Divorce,- for non-registration of Mohemmedan Marriages

and divorce. The ordinance did not invalidAte the MRrriage

on failure to register nor did the divorce become void.

There was suFficient evidence of the government intention to

allow the Hi~h Courts to have jurisdiction to adjudicete in

Matrimanial Suits from Mohammedan Law.

It is therefore evident that the supreme court, not only

refused to edjudic~t2 on mattprs arising out of ~;ohEmmedan

Marriages on ~ruunds th2t it had ~o Ipgal authority, but
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alao treated a Moslem Marriage not a good Marriage. MAinly
b@C8use a Moslem Marriage was petentially polygAmous.

This pro~lem existed until 1920 when the principal ordinsce
concerning Islamic Marriages and Divorce and Succession

19was promulgated. This ordinance was passed to solve
~Dur problems. First it was to amend the laws relating
to divorce. Second it was to make it clear that the cclonial
courts of English legal system, too had from !'lohamedan f"arriages.
Thirdly it uss to indicate the classes of people governed by

Islamic Law and lastly to indicate the relationship between
19Islamic Marriaoe Law and ~frican and 8uropean Marriage Laws.

The ordinance did not state the rules themselves, but made it
clear that Islamic Marriage. Divorce and Successsion laws were
to apply to all ~uslims in Kenya. Section 3(3) of the
Hoh?mmpdam ~i8~~iane Divorce and Succes~sion Cr~inance 1920..
stcted expressly : -

UIn all such matrimanial causes o~ suits •••• the Eupreme
court shall exercise its jurisdiction and Bct and give relief
upon the principles of Mohammedan Law applicsble to the same

respectively and not other'wise.1I

It is worthy of note thGt, although the contents of thE Islamic
L<:Hl.:S on l1arri8,]e; Divorce and Succession were not sub et en t LaLlv
lnte~fer~d with by th2 legistaltive, they were subjected to
'civilizetion1 which m~ant westernizRtion by the colonial
Courts.
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This fac~ is illustrated by the attitude of the colonial

judges, who treated a Mohammedan Marriage as no ordinary

or good marriage in various cases.

The case of Gulam Mohammed v Hadayati bibi20 which was

decided in 1922 sought to establish three facts.

First, the Courts now had jurisdiction to decide and

hear causes arising out of Mohammedan Matrimonial Suits

by virtue of 1920 ordinance. Secondly, the issue of

domicile is not relevant when deciding or hearing a

Matrimonial Suit under Mohammedan Law. And lastly, a

suit to recover dowry is not a Matrimonial Case or Suit

as defined by Mohammedan Marriage or divorce 1920
J

Contrary to the case of Gulam Fatima v Gulam Mohammed21

in Gulam v Hadayati bibi the court of Appeal, presided

over by Sir W.M. Cater held that: -

"The court had jurisdiction to decide the suit without
going into the question of domicile."

1
In Gulam Mohammed v Gulam Fatima, it had been held by the

JSupreme Court, that one of the parties, not being

domiciled in East A~rica, the Court did not have

jurisdiction to hear the Suit. As regards the third

issue, the Supreme Court of ~enya held that a suit to

recover dowry was not a Matrimonial Suit as defined by the

Mohammedans Marriage ordinance 1920 because the word 'relief'

under Matrimanial suits, meant relief in aid of or is

dissolution.
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of the marriage bind and did not include such matters

as a claim for dowry.

The view held by the Supreme Court of Kenya was not in

accordance with Islami Law. Divorce under Islamic Law

1s the most destestated item in a society, as stated

in the Holy Koran23 It is therefore, the final

~emedy restored to after conciliatory measures have

failed to bring about a peaceful reconciliation between

the spouses. Hence in aid of relief does not mean

the dissolution of Marriage under the English Legal

System.

Sir W.M. Cater authoritatively stated in this 24case

n1 am quite satisfied that the Court would have
had jurisdiction to entertain a suit for the
payment of dowry which the plaintif~ was claiming
by virtue of a contract, as is the case in this
suit. Dowry is admittely one of the essentials in
a Contract of Marriaqe under Mohammedan Law.
But after the marriage has been completed the
enforcement by the wife of s~ch a contract as the
one on which the action in this case, was brough
cannot in my view be regarded as a claim or relief
in respect of the Marriage."

The payment of dowry is not an action under Contract~

as stated by Sir W.M. Cater.
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It is a matrimonial relief. 25D.F. Mulla

states that under Islamic Law, the refund of

dowry by the wife to the husband is a necessity

when she demands a divorce. Once she pays the dowry

back, the husband is under an obligation to divorce

her. Mulla further states : -

"the object of dowry is to serve as a check
upon the capricious exercise by the husband
of his power to dissolve the Marriage at
will."

Therefore according to D.F. Mulla's dowry plays an

important role in regulating divorce under Islamic

Law. Consequently, as divorce is a matirimonial

cause, dowry is a matrimenial relief.

Fyzee A.A.A~6 has cited two cases in India where dowry

has been taken to a Matrimonial relief and not a

In Abdul Kadir v Salima27 Mr. Justicecontract.

Mohmood defines dowry as follows: -

"Dowry under Mohammedan Law is a sum of money or
other property promised by the husband to be- paid
or delivered to the wife, in consideration of the
marriage and even where no dowry is expressly
fixed or mentioned at the marriage ceremony, the
law confers the rights of dowry upon the wife.
The res~lt is that dowry is purely in the nature
of a marriage settlement, therefore a Matrimonial
Suit.1I
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Dowry therefore plays 8n important part in a Muslim
marriage and any attemrt to divcrce it from the matrimaniel
suit relief is wrong. The judges should have reallsed
that the form of relief under English Law normally
judicial separation, is not identical to the relief recognized
under Islamic Law. The two system of marriages are different.

The colonial courts, not contented with their civilizing
mission of laus, went further creAting one law for all people.21

They did this in certain fields thrpugh the device of
interpretaion of Statutory Law in cases that are customary,
Muslim or Hindu. The colonial Courts replace Islamic Law
of custody with the English Law of Kenya. This is illustrated

29in the case of Mana binti Mazee v Mohammpd Hassan which was
decided in lS32. The issue in this case was the custody of
a child whose parents were Mohammedans. What law was
applicable, to the guradianship of the child? There were
two rulings at two different periods, of the same case.
It is necessary therefore to consider both rulings, so as to
account for the courts' attitude towards thE application
of Islamic Law.

At the first ruling in 1932, it was held by Lucip-Smith J.

that according to the evidence of thE registr~r of
t"'oha:>~:nedan !'lar:riaQB and the uo rk s of Sheikh Abctll Kadir of

"den, th8 cu st o cv o f th2 chilr! under :slarnic lrlLd is in the han ds

of the maternel grHndmother of t~c child~ up to a certain

a 9 <::, i nth e ab ,3 p n c p ~ r d i ':i " l: ill t ~I C t' t h f' c h 1 1("1I 9 rn 0 t h " .r •
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This was a sound decision on custody under Islamic Law.

But then, the same court in 1941 refused to apply Islamic

family Law on custody, when the same parties appeared

before it. The second application was made by the

defendant for reasons that as held by this Court the

guardianship of the petitioner expired when the Child

attended the age of seven and thereafter the- the

guardianship belonged and belongs to the defendant

according to the principles of Mohammedan Law.

The Court of Appeal held on the second application

that the question of guardianship of minor children of

Mohammedans are to be determined by the courts of the

Colony according to the English Common Law Principles30

and not as previously held in accordance with

Mohammedan Law. Whereby over-rulling the law on custody

under Mohammedan Laws.

The colonial courts believed the English type of Marriage

and considered the Muslim ways of life a state ahead of

the african philosophy of life in the process of

civilization. In All Gunyuna v Ali Mohammed31the issue

was whether the estate of a native Mohammedan could

divorce in accordance with the Digo Customary Law.

Sir Charles Griffins C.J. answered the question in the

negative, he said •••••••
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"Succession to a native Christian estate follows
the law of his tribe which such christian belongs.
But it is because the Indian Act does not apply to

-natives, that the only law that can be applied
is the Law and Custom of the deseased Native Tribe.
But where natives are Mohammedans, the Mohammedan
Law applies to them".

The decision was commonly accepted as holding that

Mohammedan Law must invariably prevail in any conflict

with natives estate law and custom regarding the

disposition of the estate of the deceased african, who

had at one time proffessed Islam in however, shallow or

ignorant fashion. The judges held ~is so, not with-

standing the fact that the intention of the imperial

government, in allowing the african natives law and

custom to operate, was that different Marriages and

Succession Laws should apply to different communities-

with different philosophies of life.

This attitude of the Colonial Courts towards Native

in. e ri0 r i tY and rvlu s 1im Sup e r i 0 r i t y i n c i vi 1i z a tion ,

need not blind us. They never accepted Islamic

philosophy as of life. They still considered and

cnntempleted under the 1920 East African Marriage

Ordinance, a situation where a Muslim became civilized

and conducted marriages, into English or Statutc~y
t f M . 32ype 0 arrlage. A similar situation was contemplated

under the Mohammedan Marriage Divorce and Succession

Orcinance 1920z33
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However, thEre was a half-hearted recognization oP
potentially polygamous marriage by the Colonial Courts.
After th~ 5eccnrl Lorld War, recognizatiun of polygamous
marriage uas lnveltable, even in Englznd itself. The
change of attitude by the judiciary corresponded uith the

colonial policy. Although they still believed thct their
philosophy of llfe,economlcal~nd legBI systems were the best,
they realized cclnnip.lism was not here to stay. The
civilizing mission though good waR to be sparingly used.
R.U. Mwanj135 illustrates this judiciary Change of attitude·
The Privy Council, then the highest Court of ~ppeRI for
Eastern gfrica and other Commonwe~lth Countries was
prepared in this case to recognise AS valid for all purpose
a pptentially polygamous Harriage.

8. POST - INDEFE~DENCE PERIOD.

This part of the discussion concentretes on constltutionel
and legal basis for the application of Islamic Law, and the
dcmlnp.nt attitudes adopted towards its application from
Independence to the preeent day.

Accordinn to G.K. K~~~u1 the ex-British Colonies and
Protectoratee were very much unlike the Eurdpean ~ation
State. The European nations ~2tes)had long period of
nationhood, a homeJorous cODmunity with one culture or one
way of life.
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WhIle the ex-colony has two or ~ore distinct co~munitip.s

with distinct philosophies of life, which are given effect

by different marriage law. In Eastern and Central African

countries of Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia, the ~ation states

has four distinct coummunities each of which has its own

system of Marriage Laws. The four communities are

Bfricans who have a common philosophy of life and belong

to different ethnic groups called tribes, are treated as

B single community although their marri8ge laws differ

in some respect. The Moslems and Hindus who emigrated

from the Middle East and Indian Sub-~ontinent brought

the fvlos1em Hindu Marriage Laws with them. And the

European who were mainly English had the English way of

lire and therefore had English type of ~larri2ge Laws.

Due to this historical backgrounc and the nature of the

present society, there was a need to retain the few
2systems of f8~ily law existing in Kenya.

On the 12th December, 1953 Kenya attained her politicel

independence. The colonial legal system, which existed

was retained to the present day. The first statutory

basis of the application of Islamic Family Lew in Kenya

after independence was the constitution3 which is th9

S 1/ 4uprt=?r:1eLaw of r.enya. The Constitution has rooted in,

the id88S of hunan p-quality end dignity, which arp.

embodied in Section 70,78 and 82.
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Section 78 protects the freedom of worship and conscience.

Section 82 inter alla, protects different personnel laus,

and Section 70 protects the fundamental rights of all

citizens. Hence the African who regulates his affairs

1n accordance with custom5ry law, Moslem who proffess

the Islamic faith, Hindus who profe~9 Hindu

faith and the Europeans who are mainly from Britain,

are equally protected by the Kenyan Constitution.5

Accordingly, the Muslims in Kenya are allowed to leed

their klnd of life withln the guiranteed human equality

and dignity.

A further protection W86 given to Islamic Family Law.

Its application was guar~nteed in Part II of the

Consti tut1 nn6• ~nnther Statutory is the ~arlhi

MaqiRt~ate Courts nct 1957, which w~s enacted to est2blish

th~ speci2l ~u8lim Courts Validity. It provided that no

part of th2 former protectorate was to be outsirie thE

jurisdiction of such Courts ofa Kadhl.7 The Jurisdiction

of the n8dhi Courts was extp.nd~d to thE determination of

questions of t-!uslim Lal:J, r e La t Ln q to p e r scn aI s t at u s ,

marrl~Ge, divorce anj succession, in proceedings in

which all the parties proffess the Muslim religion.8

I t fur the r ~r a vi d e d t ti d ton 1 y a ~-ius 1 i r.1 pro f e S 8 in 9

~nowledg2 Gf Islnn would be eligible for appointment by

the judicia~V pervice com~ission 8S a Kadhi.
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It is l~portnnt to note that Islamic family lHw

was not subjected to the repugnancy clause under thE

Judicative ~ct 1957 Spcticn 3(2) which demands thnt

customary lBw must not be repuQRnant to justice, end

morality. There are 3 reasons that may be given

for such treatment of Islcmic law. Flratly, the

Islnmic legal system as noted before is codified

in the Koren, and it is a legal system of its own.

Secondly, the Muslims had their own Courts, known

8S the Kadhl Courts, which applied MohammRdan Laws.

Lastly, the Arabs before independence were claiming

autonany for the Coastal strip. They wanted nothing

to do uith an independence Kenya and wanted to secede

This was in fear that the Coastal minorities way of

life and land titles were to be effected. An

agree~ent was reached between the Sultan and the

British government that safeguard would be entrenched

in Kenya Constitution to meet the legitimate and very

real anxieties of the SosRtal minoritiEs.9 Whereby

Islamic law was not to be interfered with. However,

it 1s evident that the real reasons were political

rather than the structure of th2 Islamic legal Eystem.

The courts continued with the anglicazation of the

I 1 i L ~.. D . ""' r : • 10s am c flW en II~rrlulje, r vo rc e an •.. .:::>ucceSSlon.

It was held in the case of I v 111 that the Married

Uoman's Fror:?:'t'{ "'\ct1.882 of '::nr;L:r:dis a statute

of general 3p~11c2ticn~
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It applied to all married women in Kenya,

irrespective of the kind of marriage contacted.

Treveleyer J. proceeds on the assumption that

"the ci=cumstances of Kenya and its
inhabitants do not require, that married
women should ~ot be able to hold property
•••• in ~act the majority of the ccuntry's
inhabitants are subjected to customary
law, 1s irrelevant, BS Customary Law is
subject to any written law."

The married women's property Act 1882 permitted

the spouses to hold separately the property they

owned, before marriage and recognized their rights

to acquire 2nd hold property separately during the

existence of the marriage. This Act was neant and

reflectg the English idea of good life.12 It wag
J

not meant to create a situa~ion where the Muslims

women is not subj~cted to Islamic Law on matters

concerning property, but rather to English law.
17,

G.K. KBmau - gives certain illustration that shows

clearly, th~t certHin laws intended to enab12 the

Europe=~s to lead an eng1ishway of life in Kenya,

and not d i r ec t ed to the n a t Lv e A""r:r:ans or ~~LJsllms.

First he points out that in 211 English sre?king

African countr~~s there WEre ~urQpenn courts ~~nncd

and run by E u r cp e a n s , uh Lc n loH"!"e ini;pnded to be u s e o

by them SecondlYi in criminal trials, in

Kenya, !.:.Jhich uJ8S intended to::e A "urh Lt e man 'e country",

t h ~ E lJ r 0 p e ? ;; s f12 d a j I.J r y : rid 1 • U h i 1 e t n e A f r i C 3 n s
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lastly, the Cour~9 1n applying marriage and property

laws, were to exercise their jurisdiction in accordan~e

uith laws applied in Mntrimanial p ro c e e di n q s in En q Le n d ,

I A b fl b 16..;;...;..n_4.y'_D._O__ V_"" y~ the court of Appeal held that

a monngomaous english type of marriage contacted under
I

the marriage act is such a superior institution, that it

1s not capablp. of being converted into another type

rif marriage. The judges considered the English type-

of marriage as the highest type of civilization,
17on the grounds it is monogamous. This attitude of

the EngliSh court judges is purely discriminating and

racialist in nature. Kenya's legislntive18 and
19Commonwealth Courts decision show that marriages can

be converted into different fcrms and kinds, with the

change of either domicile or faith, which go~s with the

changp. in life style. For example in the case

Rattansay v Ratt2nsaY120 it was held in 1960

" •••. admission by the respondent of thE ~21amic
faith being I]enuine, made her subject to 0:1 respect
tbthe reliQious IBws of that community and the marriage

between them shall be dissolved b~ talak, un~er that
law, although contracted first under Marri~ge OrdinDnce
1s a civil ceremony. 1/
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In A-G of Celt'lor'! Vs Reid"21 the Privy C.tJuncil stated

"Every person who is devided in Ceylon which
consists ~f mnny rares, religion and
faith ••••• has a right tG chBnge his religion
and personQl law and thus ta contract a valid
polyganous marri2ge •••••••••••••••••••••••••• "

The court in R. V ~arlh\22 laid down the principle

that the~ is no obligation on a wife to remain

with her husbgnd at common law and that the Kadhi

Court had no jurisdiction enabling it to direct

that, a wife should return tc her husband. The

order according to the Court, was unconstitutional

in depriving the applicant of her Liberty, freedom

of movement And holding her in servitude. lJnder

the principles of Mohammedan Law, however, a wife

who refuses 'without lawful course' to cohabitate

with her husband, can be ordered to return to the

Matrimon"i al hom e~.3 An d th e Kadhi wa s ex ecu ti ng hi s

duties in accordance with Islamic principles. The

I aw c1 p ~ r I y s tat est hat tel her e the l:Ji fe' wit h0 utI a w f L! 1

purpose' refuses to cohabitate Llith her husband, t h e

court has the ri~ht to ordEr her return tc the

Had there been a lawful purpose,

for the wife not to cohabltating with her husband,

the Kadhi would naturally not h3ve ordered the wife

back to h er husband. For it would b2 c o n t r a r v to

Islamic law and therefore not a~pllcable.
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Hence the High Court decision watered down Section

78 of the constitution. which protects all types

of reli9ion and faith. The court should have

.considered the wife's right of Islemic LBw, instead

of the Commnn Law •.,

In regard to guardianship, the High Court still

firmly fallows it previous decision24 discussed

earlier or.. This 1s illustrated by YAsmin v
25Mohammedpn decided in 1973. The High Court held

it was '

"endeavour with jurisdiction to safeguard
the interests and welfare of the Infants ••••
Bll infants in Kenya of whatever community,
tribe Dr sect fells within the armpit of the
GuardianR~in Infants Act. And the Court is
1s charged with the scared duty of ensuring
thet their interests Are protected.

J

It is necessary to point out that although the Law,

after independence recognized polygamous Marriage.

both undEr customary as well as Islamic Law, they

appear to have been treated as inferior to the
• 26monogamous rnerr~age. For as late as 1963, it was

held by the Court of Appeal for East Africa, that

communication between SPOUACS of polygenous marriaQes

were not in the case of Abdulrph8~Fn bin
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Marital h2rmnny is protected by rules of evid~nce

which ~2ke 1~ possible for spouses to avoid

embarassement. that would arise from being compelled

to participate 1n the prosecution in ccurts,of the

other party by strangers to the marr1age.29

A SraUS2 is gpn2r81ly not 3 compp.tent witness for

the prosecution, whp.re th2 other spouse is charged

-lth a crime~Q Thprefore she or he cannot be

compelled to disclosE any communic~tion mHde to him

or her durir; the ~arricge by the other spcuseA.

Uhere ~ spouse is 8 cG~petpnt witness for the

proaecutiar in a Criminal C2SB, he or she will testify

only if the one accuspd so dem~nds.~2

The decision in Abdulrer.Man's C~~p was based
. - ,3on the earlier view in _f1LV Amekyo - that polygemous

rnErriu~e hsd 211 thE ele~ents of non-existence of

Qutual trust and cor.fidence, which existed only

In a civilized marriage. /\S a result the wife of such

a palyga~o~s marriage was not within thE preview of

the :Jene:-al rL.lp. that the husband or wife of the

rerson cha:-ged is not a competent witness for the

prcs8cuticn.

2S88m in his critique on thE cc~mission report on

":-: a r r i 0 g e 2 i1C D i v n r c e in hen y a 11 Jar 9 u f' d t h 8 t 8

polygamnus m~rri2ge does fHll victim in the definition

of Marriage in the case of H\,,l SF.'.
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created in the 1902 marriage ordinance.

to the definltion,murrluge is a voluntarily union

of one man and one woman intended to last for their

joint lives. A, polygamous union is a union between

one man and one woman. A polygamist enters into

two or more separate marriage contract and not one

marriage contract, wi th :two or rao r e uum e n , Hence

there is no reason why a polygamous marriage cannot

be considered as a valid institution which can

benefit from evidence rule of competency and

_ competability between the spouses.

Kenya has a marriage 8111 which is based on the

recommendation of the Commission Reports on Marriage

and Divorce in Kenya. The commission on marriage and

Diverce was appointed by the Kenya Government

"to consider the existing laws relating
marriage, divorce matters relating th2reto;
to make recommendaticn for a new law providing
a comprehensivE and as far as practicable,
confirm law cf marriage and divorce applicable
to all pEcple in Kenya, which will rep13ce
the existing law in the subject comprising
Customary Law, Islamic Law, Hindu Law anrl the
relevant Acts of PerliafiiPnt and to prepare
a draft of the new 12~. To pay particular
attention to the Status of WO~2n in relation
to merria;e and divorce in a free democratic
socipty."35

The main aim of the CGmmiS3ion was to find a practical

way of unifying all types of marriage and divorce l~ws

existing in Kenya.
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G.K. Knmau's view towards such unification of the

mor=lage l~ws, is that the B1l1 1s unconstitutional

and against social realltles.36 As for F.M. Kassam
1

in his c r t Lqu e on the Commission' 5 report on r'larriiJge

and Divorce l2w 1n Keny2, believes, that the only

reform to take place is in thc farm of prescrving

the existing Customary raligious laws, in so far

as they are genuinely observed and enforced. u:hile

at the same time har~onising the laws so that all

forms of marriH~e enjny social and loyal part of

status. He ;lves the examplp of Section 3(1) of the

Tanzania Evidence Act 1957 which defines husband and-

wife in a way so 2S to include a husband and wife

of a polyga~cu5 marriage. In the past privileged

communicaticn was confimed tc epouses of a ~~nogamous

ma r r La g e , Kassam further points out th~t unification

can be suceessful where different systems of Inw
which are the subject of unification. Under the

marriaGe ~nd divorce Inws in East Africa, th~re are

some bQsic differences which ney cause great

difficulty i;1 the unification proce!::s. He 88VS there

is A brood divisi~n betwecr. mono~c~ous and ~olyg8mQu8

Extra-judici2l divorce appeRrs t2 be 8

common p r=ic t Lc e under c u st cm e r v and Ls Lam i c L::JlH,

28 o p p o s e d t c jLdJici<:l d i vc rc e un rnr the mo n o g arn ou s

system, while under customdry and I51~mic law,

pubprty is cnn2idered thp m~rri~J2b12 ~ue. :.1ec2USE'
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m av disturb the status quo, may cause unneces9ary

hardship and l~ad to an unusuRI wide gulf between

the 1~H 1n the bocks and the actual beh~viour of the
37people.

The COMmission of the lew of succession was

appoint~d by the late President of Kenya

" to cansider the existing law of successian
to propprty on death, the ~aking and proving
of wills and ad~inistr8tion of 8states, to
make reco~mpndation~ for a new law providing
a comprehensive ~nd so far as may be practicable,
uniform COuE appli~8ble to all persons in Kenya
which will replace the existing low on thG
8ubject ••••••• "38

The general policy consideration underlying the

enactment of the law of succes~ion Act 1972 as seen

by the Commission, are found in paragraphs 9 and 17
of the Commission's Re~ort. First, the new law

should ~eet Kenya's conditions where the African
f l'f i h' '~l 39way 0 ~ e s c ang~ng r8p~\j y. This presuposes

that the traditional way of life has changed and all

the kenyon peGple have adopted western or English

mode of life which view is incorrect.40

Secondly, Kenya is 0 country of many races, religions

and ccmmunities with different philosophies ~nd

conse~uently as little harm as possibl~ should be

done. If this considerAtion of th~ CCD~lssion's

Report on the law of succession 1s Rtrictly Ajhe=ed to
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it would inevitRbly come into direct conflict with

the subsequent one namely that

"the new law should encourage nQtional unity and
building Kenya as one Nation."41

It was also though that the changes should be under-

stood by, and accepted tOt the people" But Oile

wonders whether the chonges introduced by the new

law are understood by the peopl~. at all.

The best policy conslderation of the commission's

Report was that the new law should be in conformity
4'with the principles embodied by the Kenya Constitution. '

It is important to observe that the commission

misinterpretated Section 78 and 82(4) of the Kenya

Constitution. The two provisions read together

guarantee an individual the freedom to worship and the

fre~dom to live accorcing to his philosophy of life.

Consequently a change of one's religion includes a

Change of one's personal-law and to say that there

is no link betweEn one's faith and one's personal lR~

1s to go Rgainst the spirit of the con8titutio~.43

It can be argued f~rther th~t in so far 25 the ~enya

constitution remains in cper~ticn, 2S it is, the law

of Succession Met is unconst:tution21 to the

,extend· ...1•.•contrava~C2S the provisions o~ the
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Of course, the assumption made by the co~mi8S1Qn' was

that independence has broughtwith it economic, aoclolo-
gica! and political intergration amongst the peoples

of I;enyu so much so that it would be justifiable

to hnve a unlfor~ code of Succession Law without

offendin; the dlfferp.nt reliGicns beliefs or

interfere with the different philosophies of life.

This is absurn.
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fHAPTER TWO.

(PART ONE)
THE LAW OF DIVORCE IN THE MUSLIM WORLD.

INTRODUCTION:

In part one of this Chapter, the law of divorce and
its reforms in the Muslim World are discuased.
In part two, Islamic Law of Divorce and its reforms
1n Kenya are discussed.

Part One.

Hamilton Gibbs says
-the Sheria1 does not only represent the master

science in the Muslim World, but the most
effective agent is moulding the social order and

«community life of Muslim people and i~ holding the
social fabric of Islamic Compact and secure through
all fluctatlon of political fortune."2

Anderson believes that
••••••• although every part of the Sheri a

is regarded as based on devine revelation,
there can be no doubt, that it 1s in the field
of family law(especially in such matters on
Marriage, divorce and inheritance) that the
Quran itself 1s not explicit, that the sacred
Law has been most meticulously followed and ~that Muslims, have regarded that law as parataking
most closely of the very wrap and woof of their
religion."3

The Chief source of these Islamic family laws are,

derived from the Qursn, the holy book of the Muslims and
Sunnah, the teachings and practices of the prophet
Mohammed.
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The supplementary sources are Al-Istislah, the

unpr~edent judgement motivated by public interest

and the custom and usage of a particular society
, 4

and deed known as Ali-Lif.

The Muslim Marriage, we have seen, is regarded as

a Civil Contract. It is dissoluable, under given

circumstances. Divorce Is a natural concept

associated with Marriage and Contract. Islam lays

down s number of injuction for the reconcilation

of the parties, if such circumstances arise, as to

j~opardi5e the chances of s balanced happy marriage.

However, where the spouses are inevitably incompa-

tlbale, divorce can be initlated.5

Prophet Mohammed showed his dislike of divorce.

He is reported to have said

"with Allah the most de6table of all things
permitted is divorce".

Ameer All on~ of the distinguished Muslim judges

(Kadhi), restrained the power to divorce possEssed

by the husband. He gave to the woman the rights

of obtaining a seperation on reasonable grounds.

Towards the end of his 11fe, he went so far as

practically forbiding the exercise of divorce by

men without the intervention of ~~'1'r2'DrBpr th~
elders or judges.
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He considered 'Talak' as an instrument that
prevented conjugal happiness and interefered with
the proper bringing up of children.?

Or. Abdulreheman Aswabunani8 defined divorce
a8

"the termination of Matrimonial life
by competent husband or wife at a
particular time before witnesses with
the intension to divorce or meaning of
divorce, it should be voluntarily so,
under no compulsion."

According to this definition a husband must fulfil
three conditions before he initiates divorce
proceedings under Islamic Law. First, the words
pronouncing divorce must indicate an intention to
dissolve the marriage as illustrated in
Rashid Ahmed V Anise Khatum.9 It was held, the words

-I have divorced my wife forever"
~as a clear indication of an intention to dissolve
the marriage. Secondly, 1f thE husband had pronounced
Tslak (divorce) under compulsion or influence of

Ln t ost cat t cn , the divorce is not valid. However,
the application of the law varies with Islamic School
of Thought or Sect, a Muslims belongs to. Under the
Hanafi Law, as distinguished from the Shafi or
1thna-AsherilO a divorce pronouced under compulsion
or under the influence of intoxication is valid and

11effective. It had been suggested by Kadhi Ameer
Al112 and AbdulBahem A.F.M.13 of the institute of
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Muslim Law in Calcutta, that in cases of divorce
under compulsion or influence of intoxication,
the court should on grounds of equality apply
the Shafi and not the Hanafi Law, where the
parties happen to be Hanafis, asthe rule is

14absurd and unjust. This call has been followed
by most of the Muslim States. As remarked by
~llliam R.

"It is true in the majority of the Muslim
countries the widler extravagence of the
Hanafi Law of divorce have now been
remedied and a divorce formula pronounced
by a Muslim under the influence of
Compulsion, drink, or uncontrollable passion
1s no longer regarded as valid or binding."15

Although India and Pakistan hBs, had no legislitlon
or this effect, the courts however, adopt the Shafi

16Law, when such cases appear before .them~

Thirdly, the parties must have the capacity to divorce.
Parties must be of sound mind. Talak cannot be
pronounced if the wife is in her menstration period,
or after sexual intercourse.17 The presenCES of
witnesses is an essential el£~ent in concluding
a valid Talok.
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Therefore, it 1s wrong to state, that the greatest

defect of the Islamic system of divorce is the

absolute power given to the husband to divorce his

wife without restrictions, at anytime he wanted.

The Koran forbids the man to seek pretests for

divorcing his wife, if she has been faithful and

obedient. The husband is also restricted in

exercising his right to divorce on the slightest
18disgust. The husband is given the option to

initiate the act of divorce, but his will is

fettered by restrictions, as mentioned above.

The next issue is to examine the grounds and forms

of divorce unaerMuslim Law. Fyzee A.A.A. Classifies

the dissolution of Marriage under Islamic Law into

three catergories : -

i by the death of Spouses
11 by the act of the parties 19
lil dissolution by judicial process.

The writer however, feels that the dissolution of

a Muslim Marriage can be classified into the followin

Sectors : -

1 Dissolution through operation of law, which
covers; by death,ila, apostasy and marriages
falling within prohibiting degree.

11 Act of the parties.

111 Judicial Process.
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A. DISSOLUTION OF A MUSLIM MARRIAGE THROUGH THE OPERATION
OF LJ\W.

-By operation of law" means on the happening of an
event like death or an conclusion of an 1llegal contract
whereby the subject matter in issue ceases to exist.20

According to Tyabji Fa1z, the death of the husband
or the w1fe operates in law, as a dissolution of the
marr1age. The effect of this dissolution, is that
after the wife dies, the husband may remarry
immediately. As for the widow, she has to wait for
four months and ten days after the death of her
husband, before she can remarry. This period 1s
known as 'Idda'. If on the expiration of Idda period
the widow 1s pregnant, then she waits until she

22delivers the child, before remarrying. The reasons
for idda is to establish whether the widow is pregnant
so as to determine the LegitimaDj and Inhertance rights
of the Child.23

As regards apostate, a muslim husband who renounces
Islam is an apostate and as such his marriage with

24h1s ~tuslim w i f e is dissol ved• ips 0 f act 0 The ,.1 us1i m
women, according to thE older law, as laid down ty
the classical jurists of Islam. A postery on the portef
the wif~ operated as an immediate Hnd absolute

27dissolution of Marriage.
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However, the present law in most of the Muslim

countries specially in India, is that the mere

renumication of Islam does not dissolve the marriage.

Even after the wife has offered her husband to

accept Islam, on his refusal her marriage is not

dissolved. This was so held by the Indian High Court

1n Robaba Kharim v Khadadad 8amaj12~ 810gder J.

who preside in the High Court held that a Zarastain

wife

"could not do away with her marriage by
a mere proffession of Islam, or refusal
of Islam by her husband, upon she offering
him so."

This rule does not apply to a woman converted

to Islam from other faith, who re-embraces her former

faith. This was the decision in Mst Resham 8ibi v

Baksha.28 (81' Where Ameer Ali Kadhl in Indian

High Court held that, if a wife becomes a Jew or a

Christian this rule should not be applied 1n its

strictness, due to the changing social conditions.

However, the law remains, if the wife re-embBces

her old faith the marriage between her Muslim

husband and herself is dissolved.

Fyzee pointed out that in a modern state where all

religions are equal in the eye of the law, the rule

of apostacy under Islamic law cannot stand, it must
28(b)be subjected to modification.
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He critised J. Jahas v Abinash Chur.dra28 where it

was held that a married christian domiciled in Indla,

aftEr his conversion to Islam, is governed by

Mohammedan law and is enti:led du~ing the subsistence

of his marriage with his former christian wife. to

contract a valid marriage, with a~other woman,

according to Mohammedan rites. Fyzee disagreed with

this discussion on the grounds that the Court appeared

to have over looked the important principle, that
a previous marriage in accordance with one sche e of

personal law, cannot be destroyed by the mere adoption
29of another faith, by one of the spouses.

Ameer Ali provides a solution to a situation here

conflict of interests arises due to the existence of

various religious sects. He says the enforcement

of Huslim law, as a whole in regard to apostat-es,

in a country inheritated by Moslems and other religious
(30)sects, is contrary to the principles of justice.

Therefore the position of the married parties one of
must be determined on pri c:ples of I

whom abardcrns Islam/law, other than those relating

tp apostacy. Such, would be, to apply the general rule

that a non-muslim cannot contract a valid mar tage with

a Muslim. It is an illegal union. Consequently, when

a Moslem husband abardnns Islam, his connection with

his wife becemes an illegal or at any rate an invalid
connection.
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The women accordingly on the expiration of her Idda

period can marry someone else. This then would make

it easier and better for the woman to acquire her

divorce.

Under ila (vow of continence) the husband swears

not to have intercourse with the wife and abstains

for four months or more. The husband may revoke the

oath by resumption of marital life. After the

expiration of the four months period, under Hanafi

law, the marriage is dissolved without legal proceeding

but aliter in Shafi law, legal proceedings are necessary.

However, this form of divorce is absolute in India and

many parts of the Muslim World, according to Fyzee -

" •••• apparently there is no case law on the subject.n31

A bar to marriage void or disoluable through the operation

f 1 . th d f bl d 1 t· h· 32o aw, 1S on e groun s 0 00 re a lons lp.

Therefore, a marriage prohibited by reason of consanguinty

and affirnity34 is void. Similarly, a marriage forbiden

b f f 35.. , t 36y reason 0 osteryes lS vOld and abso~u e.

8. ACTS OF THE PARTIES:

Under this heading, dissolution of marriage, is subdividec

into three catergories.

I • By the Husband He can initiate divorce through

(a) 'Talak' which means the repudation of thE
marriage on pronouncement of the word Tal~k.
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(b) 'Zihar' which means injurious assimilation by
the husband against the wife.

(c) til~ which means vow of continence. This
catergory has been discussed above, under
the heading divorce through the operation of
law.37

II Dissolution by the Wife: It is known as Talaq-i-Tafwid

(the power to divorce by the husband is delegated

to the wife)~8

III By C~mmonConsent: Whereby divorce may be initiated

by both parties; there is a mutual feeling to divorce

each other; known as '~ubara'. Or divorce may be

initiated by the wife, on payment of compensation
"l:O

to the husband.J
/

Dissolution of mArriage by the husband are of t~o kinds

The .revocable divorce, or most approved form known as

'Talaq-i-Sunna' and the irrevocable divorce or approved

form known as 'Talakqul 8oid8~ The Talaq-i-Sunna or

revocable divorce, is further subdivided into two classes

by Hulla and Fyzee. The' Ashan form' and 'Hasan Form'.

Under the Ahsan form, there is one single pronouncement

of Talak in a period of tuhr (purity) i.e.

when the woman is free from her menstrual cause, followed

b b t i fl' .dd 40y a s lence rom sexua lntercourse during 1 a.
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Mulla and Fyzeebelives this mode or procedure was the

most approved by the prophet or proper and orthodox

f f d· 41orm 0 1vorce.

One of the unique feature of divorce under Islamic

law is that on. pronouncement made in the Ashan form

is revocable during iddat period. This period is

three months from the date of thedeclaration of Talak,

or if the woman is pregnant until delivery. The

husband may revoke the divorce at any time during the

iddat.42 Such revocation may be by express words

or by conduct. An example of revocation by conduct

is resumption of conjugal intercourse. However, after

the expiration of idda the divorce becomes irrevocable.43

The Ahs?n form consists of successive pronouncements

dur Ln'g three consecutive period of purity (tuhr).

Each of these pronouncements should have been made at

a time when no intercourse has taken place, in that

particular period of purity. During any of the three

periods of purity the husband can re-marry the wife.

The third pronouncement operated in law as a final

and irrevocable dissolution of the marital tie.

The marriage is dissolved and re-marriagc becomes
. . b' 441mpOSSl ..•..e"
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This is so because the prophet, according to Kadhi

Nazar, Ameer Ali and Fyzee by the rule of irrevocability

of the third pronouncement, indicated clearly that such

barbarous pre-Islamic practice, of divorcing ones wife

and taking her back several times, in order to ill-

treat her, could not continue. Hence if the husband

really wishes to take the wife back, he should do so

after two reconcilations, the third would operate

as a final bar. These rules of.divorce follow the

code in the Koran injuction.

"then when they have reached their term, take
them back in kindness or part from them in
kindness."46

This revocable t1pe of divorce is applicable to all

Sects of the Muslim Community.47

As to the irrevocable divorce, Talaqui-bida, is practice

by the Sunnis and Malaki sects. Under this form of

divorce, one either takes atriple declaration in a single

tuhr (purity period) in one sentence,

"I divorce thee",

or in three sentences,

"I divorce thee, I divorce thee, I divorce thee,"

or a single irrevocable declaration made either during the
48 1 1period of tuhr or otherwise. The later form of ta 3K

may be given in writing. Such a bill of divorcement

comes into operation immediately and severs the marit~l tie.
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is lAwful, it is sinful under Islamic law. He points

out that the deplorable development of the Hanafi law,

the sinful or aboninable forms have become the most

common for

"men have always moulded the law of marriage so as to
"'50(a)be most agreeable to themselves. However, ":inthe

majority of the Muslim Countries, the wilder extravangences

of Hanafi law of divorce, the repudiction of a marriage

in one single pronoucement has been remedied, through
50(b)Statutory Law. The legislation now provide that

a triple divorce pronouced on one and the same occassion,

should be treated as only a single and therefore revocable,

repudution.51 Provisions to such effect according to

Anderson "Law in the Muslim World" can be found in Egypt52

Suda~~ Jord~~, Syr{~, Moroc68 and Ir~4. In India;Tunisia,

Singapore, Palastan, South Yemen and Iran, although no

60mparable legislation exist, the courts give effect to such

cases.58 The removal of the irrevocable form of divorce,

is to reduce the rate of divorce. By restricting the

husbands in exercising irrationally his power to divorce.

Secondly, as pointed out earlie~, to protect women from

the conditions of pre-Islamic System, of re-marrying a wife

just to ill-treat her.
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The legal effect of an irrevocable divorce, 1~ marital

lntercour~becomes unlawful between the couple.

They may re-marry, unless there has been more than

two pronouncement. Where there has been a triple

pronouncement, re-marriage can only take place under

certain stringent conditions. It is therefore,

necessary to consider the procedure for reconciliation and

re-marriage under Islamic law, which is unique in itself.

When there have been one or two declaration under the

revocable divorce (talaqui-Sunna) a reconeilation can take

place during idda period, without a regular re-marriage

The reconcilation may be by a formal revocation of talak

(divorce) or by resumption of Marital life. Wgere there

have been one or two decl~ration under Talaq Sunna

(revocable) and the period of idda has expired, a

mere reconcilation in not enough. A regular re-marriage

is necessary and possible. Lastly, where there has been

three declaration amounting to an irrevocable talaq, the

re-marriage of the couple is only possible after the

wife has observed idda, and is lawfully married to another

nusband.5Q Such intervening marriage must be actually

consumated. Then the second husband must pronounce divorce

(talak), whereby the wife will have again to observe

idda, after her divorce. Only after the expiration of

the second idda, can a lawful marriage take place hetween
hOthe couple.
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Such procedure must be strictly adopted otherwise

the second marriage between the couple will be
. ~l~llegal. In case no second marriage takes place

between the couule, then the union is void and the

offspring of such union are illegitimate. Such was
. 62the case in Rashid Ahmad v Amsa Khatume The

husband had pronouced a triple talak on his wife.

Four days later he executed a deed of divorce which

stated that the three divorce were given under the

irrevocable form of divorce. There was no
.1.

remarriage between the parties, nor was there any

proof of an intermediate marriage. The couple

afterwards lived together and had five children.

It was held that

"the words of divorce were clear and effectual,
there was an irrevocabe divorce. Under these
circumstances, the acknowledgement of legitacy
was of no avail, and the five children born
after the triple divorce were illegimate.
The bar to remarriage had not been removed".

The other form of divorce available to the husband is

'Zihar'. In Zihar, ~ullrtr and F~zee states that the

husband swears that to him the wife is like

"the back of his Mother."

If he intends to revoke this declaration, the husband

has to pay money by way of expiation, or just for a

certain neriod. After the oath has been taken, the wife

has the right to go to court and obtain divorce or

restitution of . 1 . ht . .. (,5conJuga rlg.~5 en explatlon.
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This is an archaic form of oath and dates from the

I 1 ' A b' 64 Zihpre- s am i.c ra aa , . ar says

"has hardly any significance so far as the
law courts in India are concerned."

'While Anderson says that

"it is noteworthy that in Indian sub-continent
and other Muslim States, the ancient procedure
of Zahar and i1a are distinctive form of
dissolution of marriage and may be dissolved
as virtually extinct today."66

Divorce by the Wife (Talaqu-i-Tafwid).

Ta1aqu-i-Tafwid means the power to divorce is

delegated to the wife by the husband. The husband

in Mohammedan Law has the power to delegate his own

right of pronouncing divorce to some third party or to

his wife. A stipulation that under certain specified

conditions, the wife can pronouce divorce upon herself

has been held valid provided the option is not absolute

d d't' I ~7an uncon 1.1.ona •

Th' .. 1 . b d t "h d d t i 681S pr1.nc1.pe 1.S ase on he respectlve r1.g ts an u 1.es

of the spousesi~ regarded by most of the Schools of Islamic

law, to have been prescribed by the divine lawgiver,69

and not susceptible to any variation, at the will of the ....OiJ.r~1.es

to which expression may validly be given in stipulation or

co~ditionsih~ert~d in the Contract of Marriage.70 According

to the majority of the Muslim jurists, the only stiruJ~t~o~~

inserted in a l:!arria~sContra.ct which are VAlid and 8r,':'nrc.?,:}e
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one or another of the established right or duties of
u • 71l"larr1age. Such as to the character and nature o! dowry.

any conditions designed to safeguard or improve a wife's

position, such as a stipulation that her husband will not

marry a co-wife, will not forbid her to practice her trade

or profession or will not submit her to personal chastise-

t d d . l'd72 d f bl b 11men , were regar e as 1nva 1 an unen oreca e y a

sects of Muslim Communities exceot the Hanbals.73

The Hanbals regarded as valid any stipulation in a Marriage

Cmntract by which a husband undertakes not to do something

which the Sheria normally permits but does not require as

part of the essence of marriage.74

Recent legislative reforms in the Muslim World have followed

this Hanabal principle (which differs in one form from one

state to the other) in order to im~rove the position of

married women. In the Ottman Emoire, Article 38 of the

Ottman Law of Family rights 1917 restricts the practice of

polygamy, by allowing a stipulation to be made by the wife

in a Marriage Contract. It read as follows: -

"If a woman stipulates in her marriage contract that
her husband shall not marry another wife till she
is divorced, the Contract is valid and the stipulation
recogni~ed. The wife ~ould be entitled to claim
a judicial divorce should the husband fail to keep
the stipl.llatil')n,,"

This legislation runs directly contrary to the accepted

,doctrine of the Hanafis,~iliki's and Shafi's, who all hold

.the view, the divin~awgiver had prescribed the legal effects

of a Contract of Marri3~e. which are rot subject to vari~tion
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at the whin of the parties. Because a Muslim is

permitted to have as many as four wives at one

and at the same time, a stipulation to the contrary

would be void.?5 J. Oak did not consider this
?6so when deciding the case of Braddrudin v Asiha Begum,

where he noted,

"although a Muslim is permitted to have
four wives, having more than one wife
is not religious."

And in the case of Shahulameedu v Sabaida Beani??

in· India, he held that,

"the Quron itself had enjoined monogamy upon
Muslims and d'ep.a r t u r e there from as an exception
permissible only in special circumstances".

The author agrees wholely with Oak J. decision.

The Hanbal principle of validation of a stipulation

inserted by the woman, in the Marriage Contract,

against the husband, was accordingly -enacted

Syria under the law 1953 Article 14, Morroco, Morocan

Code 1958, Article 38, Article 6 of the Iraq Law 1959

in Iraq and the Jordan law 1951 Article 21 of Jordan.

Much the same position has also been reached in India

and Pakistan but through jUdicial decisions rather

than legislative e.na:tnient provided the stipulation

are regarded by the Courts as reasonable and not

contrary to policy of law.?8
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And it had been held in the cases of Maharam All v
66Ayesa Khatum and Badaramissa v Mafiattalla that an

agreement between a husband and wife by which he

authorized the wife to divorce herself from him

in the event of him marrying a second wife, without her

consent is valid and not contrary to the policy of law,

provided the wife establishes clearly that the events

entitling her to exercise her option have occured and she

has actually exercised her aptian.

fyzee observed that the delegated divorce is perhaps

the mast patent weapon in the hands of a Muslim wife,

to obtain her freedom without the intervention of
79any Court. It is now beginning to be fairly cammon

in India.8D While Anderson paints aut that the

insertion of a stipulation in the Marriage Contracts

1s today the rule rather than the exception in upper

class families in Jordan. In most countries (Islamic) it

1s becoming increasingly cammon in all classes.8l

Divorce bv Cammon Consent:,

fyzee points out that the dissolution of Marriage by

common consent of the Spouses in a pecular feature

of Islamic Law. Prior to Islam the wife had practically,

no right to ask for divorce. It was the koranic

legislation that provided for this form of relief.
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A sa,. g en era 1 ru 1 e i n I K h u 1 a I the wi f e m a k e s s 0 m e

compensation to the husband or gives portion of

her dowry in consideration of which the husband is

to give her, her divorce. However, most of the

Islamic States, have legistated, that it is not

necessary for a wife to pay compensation or

consideration in return for her release.

Ahdur Raha noted that the Egyptian Code of Hanafi

Law based on classifical authories lays down in

Article 275 IIA K hula r ep u di a t ion (an val i d i tY t a k e

place before or after consummation of the marriage

and without payment of compensation, by the wife."

On the contrary, in India, the Muslim wife will

have to pay at times compensation of greater amount

than the dowry she received, if she wanted to repudiate

her marriage through Khala.

The essential condition under Mubaran divorce is that

both parties are happy to divorce each other, there

is mutual consent.82 The leg3l effect of divorce

,b Y K h u La and ~,u b a rei n i s the y 0 per ate a s 3 sin 9 lea n d

irrevocable divorce. Therefore Marital life cannot

be resumed by mere reconcilation, a formal remarriage
83is necessary .•
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C. JUDICIAL PROCESS:

Dissolution of Marriage under Islamic Law through

judicial process or decree, is known as 'Lian'

(divorce by Mutual Impreciation)~4 Lian is mentioned

in the Koran8S and is supported by the traditions of
86the prophet. The procedure of lian may be described

as follows. A husband acusses his wife of adulteEY

but is unable to prove the allegation. The wife

in such cases is entitled to file a suit for

dissolution of marriage. At the hearing of the suit

the husband has two alternatives: He may either formally
87re~act the charge before the commencement of the

hearing whereby, the wife looses her right to divorce.

Or the husband may not retact, where by he is called

upon by the court to take oaths of allegation.

This is followed by the oath of innocency made by the

wife. After these mutual inpreciations, the judge

th t th ' 'd' 1 d 88pronouces 10 e marr1age 1S 1SS0 ve •

The High Court of Bombay held Mohammed Ali Mohammed v

Haziabai.89 that three conditions are necessary for

a valid retraction by the husband. First, the

husband must admit that he has made a charge of

adultery against the wife. Secondly, he must admit

that the charge W3S false 2nj thirdly, he must make the

retraction before the end of the trial.
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Lian remedy available to the Moslem women ia a
unique remedy as opposed to the English Law of
Divorce. Under the Statutory Law, adultery in
itself is a qround for divorce, whereby, the act
of adultery has to be proved to have taken

90place. While under Islamic Law, an allegation
against adultery is sufficient grounds for
divorce. Aneer Ali cites the Koran by saying the
power of the Kasi or Judge to pronounce a divorce
is founded by the express words of the Prophet.

aIf a woman be pre~~diced by a marriage, let
it be broken off.

According to Mulla, a muslim wife cannot divorce
herself from her husband, except in the cases
of Khula and Mubara. She may also sue for
divorce on the ground of her husbands imp~tiency
or depend on 'li~n'. Otherwise the wife is not
entitled to claim divorce on any other grounds, not
even if the husband fails to perform the obligations
arising on M • 92arrlage.

However, today, in most of the Muslim States, this is
nbt the position. In India under the Dissolution of
Muslim Marriage Act 193993 in Egypt, Sudan, Jordan

94Syria, Tunisia, Morroco, Iraq and Singapore, the
Mus!im wife may broadly speaking have four reasons to

95claim a judicial decree for divorce.
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Flrst~ound is for certain 'defect' of body or mind
which either prevent the husband from consummating
the Marriage or which make married life dengerous.
Failure to maintain the wife is another grouridfor
judicial divorce available to the Muslim wife today.
The extact period, which amounts to failure to
maintain, varies within the Muslim countries, In
India, the period is two years, while in Ottman
Empire is three years, and in Kenya, with reference
to Mombasa, the Kadhi Courts have judged reasonable
period in accordance with the circumstance and facts
of the particular case.

Thirdly, any act which constitute intollerable
treatment or cruelity against the wife by the husband
1s sufficient ground for her to sue for jUdicial
divorce. Hence again, what constitute intollerable
treatment or cruelity, varies within the Muslim
Countries. Lastly the Muslim wife can claim for a
judicial divorce, if she has been deprived of her
husbands company for a considerable period of time.
what 'considerable period' of time constitute is
left to the Courts to decide and in some states the
t t t i d 96s"a u es so prOV1 es.
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Morroco and Tunisia have gone further by introducing

swee pin g ref 0 rm son the con text , t h a t7~1.f e may

insist under Article 31(3) and Artcle (16) on a

judicial divorce for any reason, or none at all

provided she is prepared to pay her husband such

compensation as the court may decree. And in

Pakistan, a wife may in most cases, obtain a divorce

for incompitibility of temperament or break down

f . 97o marrlage, (which was never heard of as a gro~nd far

divorce under Islamic Law).

Further steps have been taken, by a few Muslim

countries to discourage Muslim husband from divorcing

their wives, even when this is th~ir considered

desire. Such steps is the awarding to the Muslim wife

compensation for wrongful divorce. This is contrary

to the basic law, that a husband has infettered power

to divorce his wife, for no reason at all. He is

therefore, stopped from di~orcing his wife, an the

grounds that if it appears to Kadhi, the divorce

was wrongful, the husband will be under a duty to
98compensate the wife, for injury and damages

In Syria Article 17 of the Law of Personal Status lQS3

provides that ....
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"If a man divorces his wife and it becomes
plain to the Kadhi that the husband was treating
her wrongfully by divorcing her, without
reasonanble cause, and in the case the wife suffers
damages and poverty ••• the Kadhi having regard to
the husband's financial standard and also to the
degree to which he had wronged her, of compensation
and not exceeding the amount of a year's maintenance
for one in her position, in addition to the
maintenance due to her during idda, period ••••• ".

Morocco, Singapore, Tunisia and Iraq have included a similar

Statut~ whereby the wife is entitled to financial compen-
99sation for wrongful divorce. Although the financial

compensation for a divorced wife according to Anderson,

~s a significance step in the right direction, the
100rinancial compensation is fer from adequate.

According to him it is only among the Ismalias Khojas of

East Africa, that a more realistic sum would in all

probability be awarded.

It is interesting to note the Muslim husbands infettered

right to divorce his wife, for no reason, has been reduced

to a right equally available to the wife. Legislation in

the Muslim World has been designed to ensure that no

divorce is effective unless or until the intervention

of the courts has been involved.

legislation f T' i· 101o un 51a,

As provided in the
102 . 103 lCIraq, Slngapore and Pakistan

that before making an order or decree of divorce the

Sherian Court may appoint in accordance with the Muslim Law

two arbitrators, who shall endevour to effect a reconcilation
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between the parties. The most radical reforms which

have hitherto been enacted in this matter are those

of the Iranian Family Protection Act, South Yemen

and Somalia Family Law, which insists not only on the woman

to acquire a certificaWof impossiblility of reconcilation

but also the husband before the dissolution of the
. 105 Ad· Al . L . 1 t i i .d d th tmarrlage. n ln gerla, egls a lon s provl e a

an divorce could be effected only by jUdicial decree"

within specified grounds on the demand of either of the

spouses, or on their joint demand.l06

In cone usion Schacht says although the Muslim family

law was based on a religious character~ in the field

of practice due to the changing social elements (such

as women rights over person and property) protected

by the Constitution shall prevail over the religious

1 t· th .t· f 107aw so as 0 uprlse e POSl lon 0 women.



CHAPTER TWO CPART TWO)

DIVORCE UNDER ISLAMIC LAW IN KENYA:

As noted in the introduction, there are various Muslim

sects existing in Kenya. All but the Ismailis follow

the Islamic Law on divorce as stated in the Koran.1

The first part of this Chapter examines the extent to

which Islamic divorce law is properly followed by the

courts and the extent to which, if at all meets the

needs of the Kenya Moslems.

The prevailing form of divorce in Kenya especially

along the coast is the irrevocable divorce 'Talaqui-bida,2

This form of divorce is practiced by the Sunni (Hanafi)

Sect,(3) which is the major Muslim sect in Kenya.4

This type of divorce does not permit the parties to

reconcile, hence the divorce becomes absolute on

pronouncement of Talak by the husband. In order to

restrict the Muslim husband from exercising his power

to divorce (at times irrationally)~ the Talaqui-bida'

should be done away with. J.S. Reads recommended the

adoption of Tala~ui-Sunna, the revocable divorce.6

That is when a husband may pronouce triple talak at

30 days interval, making an allowance for reconci12tion

between the parties.
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Recent research by the author has judicated that before

1975 the majority of divorces have been initiated by men,

In such cases the Kadhi have nearly always granted

divorce. Since it is believed, and wrongly so, that

1t 1s only men who hold the right to pronounce Talak.7

Divorce may not be pronounced by the husband :

1. When the wife is in her menstruation period
2. After having sexual inter-course with her
3. When he is drunk,
4. If he is not of sound mind and 8
5. Unless there are present at least two witnesses.

In a largely male dominated Society the Kadhi may grant

divorce, even thougO the husband had not complied with

the stated conditions.

However, there was a marked change as to the procedure

followed in relation to granting of divorce, in a few

cases that were decided in the Kadhi Courts after the

year 1975. The procedure was, ~n application of divorce

the Kadhi, orders a two week reconcilation period

between the parties.9 In the eventthat reconcilation

does not occur, and both parties still insist on divorce

the Kadhi then appoints an arbitration Committee, with

the aim to reconcile the L' 10parc;les. On failure to
11reconcile the parties, divorce is granted.
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The main grounds for divorce applica~ion at the

Kadhi Courts are cruelty, non-maintenance and
. ll(b)dessertatlon.

11( c)In Hadija bin Zuberi vs Mohammed Rajab, the

defendant, the husband of the plaintiff chased

the plaintiff from the matrimanial home. The

husband did not maintain his wife for a period of

five years. The plaintiff was claiming for maintenance.

If the husband fails to do so, she prayed the court to

grant her divorce. The Kadhi Court held the husband

was under an obligation to maintain the wife and ordered

that he maintain her.

In Halima Mzee v Ali Hamisi 12 the defendant , the

husband deserted the wife for six months. During this

period, the defendant refused to maintain the wife. The

Court held, having not heard evidence, that due to lack

of maintenance and desertion the marriage was dissolved

as prayed by the wife.

5i . 1 I { A' H' ~ k . 0 . 13 t hml ar y, .n mlna USSlen v oa arl marl e

defendant h2d deserted the wife and children for two

years, without leaving means for them to live on.
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The wife claimed for divorce on grounds of non-

maintenance and dessertion,divorce was granted.

It is important to note here that there is no fixed

period (as the above case indicate) in which non-

maintance claim may arise. According to research

the Kadhi Courts consider the period in which

non-maintenance claim may arise, to depend on the

circumstances and facts of the case.

In Fatima Ali v Omar Salim Said,14 the petitioner

prayed for the dissolution of her ~arriage on grounds

of ill-treatment and c r u e Lt v s. The court again

granted divorce without proper evidence.

In all the above cases, divorce was granted without

any proper evidence or explanation or discussion of the

law relating to each case. For instance, divorce

granted on grounds of cruelity as held in Fatima Ali

Omar Salim Said 15 did not even cover a definition

or the degree for which cruelty would ce sufficient

ground for divorce. As to what acts amounts to

cruelty was not explained. This inadequency proves

rather serious, since out of every ten applications of

d~vorce, upto seven are a result of cruelty
, t d t' 16maIn enance or eser Ion.

non-
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This defect was also pointed out by the High Court

in Sayyed Omar bin Ahmed Sa990f v Asha Binti Said.l?
The High Court held in a civil case, evidence must be given

to prove or disapprove a case. It is not enough for

mere statements to be made. The courts cannot grant a

dissolution of a Marriage, on the grounds of failure to

provide maintenance, unless the liability of the husband

to provide maintenance is proved.

AApostasy is among the grounds for divorce in the Kadhi

Courts. In Fatima Ali v Omar Salim Said,18 the husband

claimed the wife did not follow the Islamic religion

rules. She did not fast during holy month of Ramadhani.
d~s-The defendant/claimed the allegation and explained that

she still believed in the Muslim faith. The Kadhi Court

held, renouncement of the Islamic Faith calls for thE

dissolution of marriage.

The divorce was not granted according to Sheria.

Even if the wife had proffessed a change in religion.
19(the Muslim faith) the marriage could not be dissolved.

20The law is clearly stated in Robaba Khan v Khodad 8as~ayi

by Blo~elen ,
0. ,

~a wife coulo not be done away with by a mere
preffession of Islam or refusal of Islam".
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21 22He referred to the works of Mulla and Fyzee

Therefore, the fact that the wife did not fast,

did not mean that she had no faith in the Muslim

religion.

However, in Biasha bint! Mohammed v Said William

Nyell025 the Kadhi held and rightly so, that due

to the husband's mode of life (he lead a different

way of life from that of the Muslim - he even went

to church) he showed a non-proffession of the Muslim

faith, even if h~ had been converted. The marriage

was declared invalid.

The law is that a husband who renounces Islam is an

aspostate and as such·his marriage with the Muslim

wife is dissolved ipso fact02~

Another case where the Kadhi Courts have made a mistake

as to the law tegarding divorce is Zabra binti Mohammed

Awadh v Nasser bin Sali~ bin Nasib.27 The wife

petitioned for divorce on gounds that the husband

was suffering from a contiginious· disease T.a., that he

failed to have sexual intercourse with the petitioner and

lastly he did not maintain her and the children.
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The KadhiCourt refused to grant divorce on the ground

that the husband was suffering from a contiginious .

disease. The court ordered the husband to maintain

the petitioner and her children wit~in three days.

This decision was wrong because the lew is that due to

certain defects of the body or mind which either prevent

the husband consumating it or which make married life

dangerous, the wife is entitled to jUdicial separation.28

29On appeal the High Court referred to Alum 5th Volume

by Al-Iman-Shaffi interpretation of the law30 relating

to the issue in question, and stated:

"the wife has the choice to annul a marriage when
she finds that her husband is suffering fron an

infectious disease like T.8."

The reason being that the disease may infect the wife

and her children. The doctor had given evidencef that

T.8. was a contiginious and dangerous disease. The

marriage was then dissolved.

The Kadhi appear not to be keeping up with the latest

reforms taking place in the Muslim World. As Kenya

is developing rapidly, with it the social conditions

are changing. The womanplays a greater role, than just
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being a mother and wife in the home. Th2 muslim woman is

also influenced by this social change. If the Kadnis

do not adjust to the changing social conditions, an

increase in divorce among the Muslim spouses will

be inevitable. As indicated by the Chart below: -

THE DIVORCE RATE: IN MOMBASA MUSLIM COUMMUNITY

Year No Divorce No. of
Marriages Ratio Divorci6

Marriage Remarks

1936 233
1937 253 Complete data
1938 259 could not be
1939 251 acquired.
1940 322
1941 574 574
1942 300
1943
1944
1945 These divorces
1946 were on grounds
1947 of cruelity and
1948 desertion ana Khula
1949 5
1950 6 Complet data could
1951 4 not be acquired •
1952 7
1953 8
1954 8
1955 5
1956 6
1957 7 264 2.7
1958 4 239 1.7 1.4% AverageRatio
1959 4 300 1.3 is period 1964-196S
1960 4 376 1.1
1961 3 418 0.7
1962 6 510 1.2
1963 5 723 0.7
1964 10 460 2.2
1965 6 459 1.3 3.2.% AverageRatl0

in period 1964-l96L
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Year No. of No. of Ratio Divorce % REMARKSDivorce Marriage t-1 arria ge'
1966 20 316 6.3
1967 12 616 1.9
1968 20 552 3.6
1969 14 380 3.7
1970 17 450 3.8 8.4% Average Rati
1971 24 342 7.0 is period 1970-15
1972 28 280 10.0
1973 47 279 10.8
1974 26 511 5.1
1975 36 280 12.9
1976 10 235 4.3 12.06% average
1977 23 240 9.6 ration in period
1978 54 298 18.1 1975-1979
1979 74 481 15.1
1980 55 upto Feb. 11th on]

This data is in reference to the Coast Province (Mombasa)

only: It was acquired through research at the Kadhis and

Chief Kadhis Court in Mombasa. This date does not include

marriages and divorces not registered in the Registrar

Book. The Chart indicates 8 rise in the rate of divoree

from 1.4. % average ratio~ of divorce to Marriage in the

period 1957 - 1963 to 12.06% in the period 1975-1979.

When either of the parties for the suit is not satisfied

with the Kadhi's judgement, an appeal lies to the High

Court of Kenya by virtue of the 1920 ordinance which was

subsequently amended in 1923 and 1926. It was so held in

Gulam Mohammed v Hadajati bibi55 that the Supreme Court

had jurisdiction to hear and dertmine Moslem Matrimania1

Suits.



However, the Court of Appeal in 1968 still considered a

Moslem Marriage to be much inferior to that of an
36English Monogamous one, in Ayoob v Ayoob.

The parties to the suit were both Mohammedans, married

under the marriage Act of Kenya. On the same day

they went through a ceremony of marriage according to

Mohammedans Law. The husband later purported to

divorce the respondent by 'Talak' and by petition to

the High Court, sought a declaration that his

marriage was lawfully dissolved. The petition

was dismissed. On appeal the Court held that a

monogamous English Marriage contracted under the Marriage

Act is such a superior institution, that it is not

capable of being converted into another type of marriage.

This attitude of the High Court judges is discriminatory

and racialist in nature. Kenyan legislation37 and

Commonwealth Courts38 decissions show that marriages

can be converted into different forms and kinds, with

the change of either domicile or faith, which goes with

the chp~ge of life style.

We now look at the way the non-moslem courts have

applied Islamic law on divorce.
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In Bimoto binti Ali v Chur Khan39 the petitioner

was a Beluchi Mohammedan living in Mombasa while the

repondent was an Indian Mohammedan. The petitioner

took an oath in the presence of the Court, swearing

that she had reoeived no maintenance for three years,

and that she was entitled to maintenance from the

respondent. A sumon was served on the respondent
appeard. The Chief Kadhi, who was

who never/called to assist the Court intimated that

two witnesses are required to prove that, when the

respondent left, the petitioner, left her without

any provisions and had not provided her since.

The witnesses were called accordingly. Judgement

was entered for the petitioner. The marriage was

dissolved.

The above decision was arrived at in accordance with

the Sheria. which was developed further in Sayyed

Omar bin Ahmed S~gqaf v Asha binti Said4~

The petitioner in the lower court petitioned for

dissolution of marriage under Mohammedan laws on the

ground that her husband the defendant had failed to

maintain her for nearly two years. In addition,

to ordering 3 dissolution of the marriage, the Kadhi

held thE defendant able to provide maintenance. No

Evidence was taken from any witnesses, e8ch party

merely made several unsowrn statements.
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On appeal it was held, in a civil case, evidence must

be given to prove or disapprove a case. It 1s

not enough for mere statements to be made. It is the

negation of justice, having made an order nisii

against a party, for the court to make such an order

absolute without giving that party an opportunity of

showing cause why the order should not be made

absolute. It would appear from the case of

Bumom Ali v Pr Chur Khan that two witnesses for

a divorce petition are necessary. The Kadhi never

ordered for such witnesses to be called to dispute

or agree with the allegations, alleged by the

petitioner.

This is a common practice among the Kadhi Courts,

where judgement is delivered without even attempting

to state the principles of law that were applicable.4l

In Salina Binti Buraka v Thabit Bin Salim42 the

petitioner a resident of Lamu having been deserted by

her husband, the respondent, went to live with her

father, who brought her to Mombasa. There she

petition~d at the Kadhi Courts for divorce on grounds

of deserttion and non-maintenance.



The Kadhi as usual, not well versed in the law,

refused to grant the divorce on the preliminary point

that the petitioner had travelled to Mombasa without

the consent of her husband and had therefore

forfeited her right for being disobedient.

The petitioner appealed to the High Court and the

case was sent back to the Kadhi Court to_be decided

in accordance with the Sheria. Hamilton J.
stated the law as follows : -

"according to Sheikh-ul-Islam under the
circumstances of the case the husband being
in Arabia (deserted her) and the woman living
with her parents, coming to Mombasa with them
does not amount to disobedience".

The Kadhi's judgement was reversed, she was granted

divorce, on the grounds she had been entitled to

maintenance and the husband had deserted her.

The Divorce known as 'Khula' was the main issue in

Lali bin Ahmed v Asha binti Sheikh Ahmed.43 The

essential parts of a Khula divorce are that there

must be mutual consent of the parties and the

payment by the wife of a s~m agreed on. Usually

the sum to be paio by the ~ife, is either equivalent

to the dowry Sh2 received or half of it.
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The defendent pleaded in this case, that she had

been divorced through the Khula system. It was

clear from the evidence t~at ffi agreement for

a Khula divorce had been arrived at. The plaintiff

alleged that he refused to complete his part of

the agreed sum. There was also a defective entry

in the register of Mohammedan Divorces.

The Kadhi who was not an interested party swore to

the divorce having taken place and he cons,quently,

issued the certificate. The High Court held, as the

lower court judging of fact was not wrong, a Khula

divorce had been agreed on. The court also paintEd

out that a detective entry in the register of

Mohammedan Divorces, does not invalidate a divorce

which in itself is valid. The Khula divorce was

therefore valid.

Divorce is stated to be the most destestable item

in a Society in the holy Quran.45 To prevent

unreasonable and unwarranted divorce a third party
. 1 d d ~ o. 10

" d 0 4 61S exc u e r rom an tiating a avorc e ,

In Mirza Amir Beg v Saadat Begum and Mohammed

Bashir47 The first defendant was married to the sister

of the plaintiff. The plaintiff sued to have the

marriage set aside, because, he, as the guardian of
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sister did consent to the marriage. The marriage

had been consummated.

Thacker i had this to say

"According to Cap. 171 laws of Kenya
Mohammedan Marriage Divorce and
Succession Act Section 2 and Section
3(1) the words 'the parties thereto'
refers to parties to the marriage who
shall be entitled to any relief by way
of divorce. The parties to the marriage
refer to the husband and wife and so
no third party such as an agent or
guardian."

On these ground, the Supreme Court had no

jurisdiction to decide such cases. Petition was

dismissed. This is the correct law, in that it prevents

the unnecessary breaking up of marriage due to a person

not even a party to the marriage.

A similar decision was arrived at in Abdulla Tairas v

H . b' lL 48usse~n 1n nassam. The Supreme Court held that

under Section 3(1) of the Mohammedan Marriage Divorce

and Succession Act, it had jurisdiction to hear and

determine Mohammedan Matrimonial Suits, only where the

parties belong to the marriage, which means the husband

end wife.
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Sir Barcley Alihill in Athman bin Mohammed v
Ali bin Salim49 further emphasises the point by

saying •

"The Supreme Court does not have jurisdiction
to entertain such suits, where person not
party to the marriage intitute a divorce."

It is important to note that the registration of,

Mohammedan Divorce does not in anyway effect the

validity of the divorce. It was so held in

Abdulla bin Mohammed v Mshane bin Komb050 Pickering_ J

stated :

"A divorce registered is a record of a final
divorce."

Under the Mohammedan Marriage Divorce Registration

Act Section 25. Failure to register a divorce

does not invalidate the divorce but provides for

a penalty of a fine amounting to Shs.3,OOO/= or

six months imprisonment.

EFFECTS OF DIVORCE:

After the dissolution of marriage ie effective,

matrim2nial intercourse between the parties become

1 ~. 51un aWIUl..
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~ 52A divorced couple cannot always remarry where,

the marriage was consumated the wife has to wait

till the expiration of her idda in order to be able

to remarry. The husband on the other hand, if he

has four wives must wait until the completion
53of the divorced wife's idda where the marriage

was not consumated, the parties can marry immediately

On the question of dowry, if the marriage was consumated,

the whole dowry is payable immediately to the wife.

If not half of the dowry is due.54

As regard maintenance, the husband has to provide

maintenance for the wife during idda as well as

maintenance for the children born out of ~edlock.55

If the wife is pregnant the husband has to maintain her

until she delivers. 56

So long as the divorce is revocable one spouse, can

inherit from the other, but when the divorce becomes

irrevocable, the rights of inheritence terminate
57inter S~.

Custody of children is one of the most touching issues

among the muslim spouses. The Mother has the right

of custody of a male infant child up to the age of
58 59SEven, of her female child till puberty.
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On expiration of the age limit the father then becomes

the legal guardian of the children.60 The Father is

under obligation to maintain the child when in the
61custody of the mother.

In Kenya the Islamic law on custody appears to have

been replaced by the Guardinaship Infants Act.

This was so held in two leading cases, ~Bna. binti
62Mazee v Mohammed Hassan and Vasmin v Mohammed

-y ~~~~~~~~~~--~~~----------~~~~~~--~~~~~~-

However, in 1977 in Mohrunmissa dlo late Mohamed

Shafi v Mohamed Parvez slo Mohamed Mawaz69 the Court
r .,of Appeal presided by Maden J.A. held that it was

to be the Islamic Law on custody that is to apply

to parties who are moslems. The law relating to

v Is 1 am ice us t0 dY is st ate d by Mull a and Am e erA 1 i as

"It is the accepted doctrine that the
mother's right of a male child ends
with the completion of his seventh
year".

And Maden J.S. accordingly held that,

~.... ,

"the mother 13 entitled in perference to
the father to the custody of her infant
male child under sever. years of age •••
This right belongs to her mother and nothing
can take it a~ay from her except her own
misconcuct.H
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CONCLUSION:

Reforms of the Islamic divorce law, has to come within

the society.

The Islamic law of divorce and the prescribed procedure

as such do not require reforms. It is the following

aspects which need reforms.

Firstly, the need for comprehension of the law by the

people. Secondly, comprehension of the law by the law

administrators. (Kadhis).

Since Islam allows divorce and polygamy, the Islamic

law of divorce has been grossly misunderstood by 'man'

who view it subjectively. In practice Islamic polygamy

has Many restriction imposed on it, such that it is

almost impossible for the husband to get married to more

than one wife. The practice in Kenya, is that when a wife

objects to her husband marrying a second wife, the husband

resorts to divorce to satisfy his personal whims.

If there is a dispute between the husband and wife, the

former normally opts for divorce without understanding

the Islamic requirements. Most Kadhis appear no~ to be

aware of the requirements of Islamic divorce law.
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Today upon the application of divorce the Kadhi

courts act like rubber stamps. Divorces are not

denied. The attitudes of the Kadhis Courts need

reform in that not all applications should be

accepted. Each application should be viewed on its

merits. Any application not based on strong grounds

should be rejected.

Further, when a divorce petition is received in the

Kadhi's Court, hearing should be preceded by reference

of the matter to a conciliation committee consisting

of some men and women who can attempt to facilitate

reconciliation. The hearing of the divorce petition

should be postponed until the report of the recon-

committee is received. Where

reconciliation fails, a period of at least three months

should elapse before the petition is heard. This

procedure may save some marriages.

The social structure of the muslim society is such that

a vast majority of muslims rely on or lOOk to priests

for interpretations of any Islamic Law. Further more,

there is the tendency among Muslims tn aC1uire

knowledge of only those Islamic matters or worship,

pilgrimage to Mecca, fasting, orayers and Islamic

prohitition on pork, alcoholi~ bEver2Qes 8nd meat of

certain animels.
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This is a weakness on the part of the muslims'

Society, Every muslim ought to know those Islamic

Laws which e~fect their families and life.

Laws on such matters as marriage, divorce, inheritance

and education of both women and children are part of

and parcel of the muslim society, embodied in Koran •

....,I Two things are needed. First. muslim, masses should

be made aware of laws of marriage, divorce and other

personal matters. Second, Kadhis as administrators

o~ Islamic Laws, should be thoroughly conversant with

the family laws, including divorce. The Kadhis should

state and discuss the divorce law before they apply it.

The Kadhi of Mombasa, agreed that the defect lies with

the administration of rather than with the law itself.

~ It is not only the duty of Kadhi and Maaslims to educate

the muslims masses, but that of the graduate or law

students. Very few muslim students, (and also others)

if any at all on completion of their law course, do

do ever pursue Islamic studies. There is a need for such

graduates to help educatp the muslim masses, on matters

partering their lives. If the foregoing is introduced

imperfect knowledge of divorce law, resulting in

misinterpretations would diminish and there would emerge

a better under5tan~ing and application of Islamic Laws.
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The other possible solution is the pUblication of

Literature, based on the Islamic law. Many

publication every year of literature literature on

Islam takes place. These often are on past Islamic

history glorifications of Islam, muslims heroes who

sacrifies their lives for the course of Islam,

rivalry and war that took place between Islam and

other religions.

This practice Qeeds a change. There should be

literature annually on Islamic family laws such as

marriages, divorce, inheritance, education and role

of women in Islam.

In Chapter four of the Holy Quran, the English trans-

lation by Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthall 1930, declares

that divorce should only be as a last resort, because

Allah would not be pleased if divorces became a family

crisis. This Quranic verse is meant to enjoin muslims

to continue marriage by mutual sacrifies rather than

resorting to divorce.

Such would rev~lutionise thinking on divorce and would

infuse the spirit of continuing cohabitation.
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In Chapter one of this paper it was noted that

the commission's report on marriage, divorce and

succession, thought the Africans Hindus and Muslims

~ay of life is approaching that of the European

or English. Any changes therefore embodying

~estern Dr English values were quite in order.

This presupposes that the ~enyan people are socialo-

gically, politically and economically intergrated.

This is not the state of affairs. Such assumption

are wrong so far as they ignore social realities

and contraverns Chapter five of the constitution

which embodies the concepts of human equality and

dignity, which allows one to follow his personal

laws.

Lastly, it would be advantageous to all concerned,

if the substantial and proceedural principles of

law relating to Islamic matrimonial matters, were

enacted in detail. The present statute is too

general and leavEs all the interpretation of laws to

the Kadhis' Courts. On enactment the principles

will be available to the public for better understanding

of the law.
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